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Case Study - August 2015 - Large Dutch Asset Manager - Asset Class: Long Only Funds

THE PROBLEMS
AlternativeSoft was approached by a major Asset Manager based in the Netherlands to help provide
extensive fund analytics and outperformance analysis for their teams selecting Long-only funds and
constructing portfolios containing them.
In particular they were struggling to understand their funds relationships with major factors affecting the
performance of the market in general and wanted to ensure they had every tool at their disposal to
select the best funds that outperform their benchmarks throughout all market conditions.
The organization in question had reached the limit of what was possible with internally built solutions
and calculations and needed a polished solution to rely upon to consistently deliver crucial information
for Fund Selectors and Portfolio Managers.

THE SOLUTION
The AlternativeSoft platforms range of Asset Selection and Portfolio Construction functions allows the
practitioners in questions to manage, share and store proprietary and 3rd party data in one centralized
location and perform extensive vast levels of outperformance analysis on these funds. In particular,
AlternativeSoft’s “Long-only” functionality allowing practitioners to develop customized rule based
outperformance analysis specific to their market views allowed them to select the best funs that
consistently generated returns above their benchmarks during all market conditions.
The organization in questions were focused on selecting managers whose returns were not affected
heavily by alterations in Interest Rates. Our software allowed Portfolio Managers to identify managers
who consistently delivered outperformance during periods of interest rate fluctuation as well as
performing excellent on a risk/return basis and build better performing portfolios were more transparent
and better understood than before thanks to the vast level of analytics available at the aggregate
portfolio level.
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1. Select long only funds which generate significant outperformance during periods of
interest rate fluctuation to identify the best funds

2. Once outperformers are identified select the funds with the lowest beta and lowest tracking error
quickly and easily
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3. Build an
optimized portfolio
with only the best
funds using a
number of
optimization
techniques and in
depth analytics to
find the best
portfolio

c
4. Perform “What if” Portfolio Construction: analyze fund contributions to a variety of metrics,
such as volatility, and alter allocations to build better portfolios instantly and re-assess at both
the aggregate portfolio and individual fund level
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5. Stress test your
portfolio using
multi-factor
regressions:
Analyze
susceptibility to
scenarios of your
choosing using a
vast variety of
factors such as
changing Interest
Rates to
understand how
well your portfolio is
protected and to
identify funds that
are at risk of
underperformance
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6. Use the Style Analysis function to better understand market exposures: identify funds highly
exposed to an increase in interest rates for example. Make decisions to consider altering your
portfolios composition in order to remove high susceptible funds and stress your new portfolio
to assess the success of your proposed trades.
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